Title

The Ape Star

Buster’s World

Louis & Luca:
Mission to the
Moon

A Butterfly’s Heart

School of Magical
Animals

No

1

2

3

4

5

Live action. CGI animated adventure about an
unusual school, where the children receive a
magical animal as a companion and centres on the
new girl Ida, who goes from being an outsider to the
star student thanks to her magical animal, the
talking fox Rabbat.

Live action. Juozapas is a quiet boy who breeds
insects in an abandoned house and always wears a
wide sweater. That’ s why the other kids call him
Balloon. But then Rugilė moves to the city. She
becomes friends with Juozapas and is the first to
learn about his secret.

The moon is up for grabs and Alfie, along with raven
Louis and hedgehog Luca are determined to build a
rocket and claim it in the name of Norway. With
support from the government it looks like they might
succeed but a dastardly plan to steal the moondust
may put them all in jeopardy.

Even when faced with difficulties, happy-go-lucky
11-year old Buster never loses his sense of humour
– he is an optimist and ambitious to become one of
the greatest magicians of Denmark.

Jonna has lived at the Renfanan children’s home
her whole life. She’s always dreamed of having a
mother. One day a gorilla pops round in a
banged-up old car and adopts her. It takes a while
for Jonna to get used to things, but just as things are
settling down the local town councillor threatens
their very existence.

Synopsis

No issues of
concern

Sporadic moments
of threat/violence
between school
children. Bullying
theme throughout
the film.

Very mild threat;
mild slapstick
violence

Theme of death;
also one use of very
strong language at
58.50

Theme of adoption.

BBFC Guidance

PG

PG

PG

12A

PG

Recommended
Classification

Link to Screener

Password
(if applicable)

The festival is aimed at a family audience with children aged between 5 and 12 years old. The film programme aims to present a broader range of stories that
reflect the world in a way that is often missing from the films that they can see at mainstream cinemas.

The following films are all proposed to screen at Leeds Young Film Festival at the Carriageworks Theatre, Millennium Square, LS2 3AD between the dates of 11 15 April 2022.

Leeds Young Film Festival 2022 Film List for Licencing Committee

Appendix B

Kiwi & Strit

The Path

The Seekers: Thrill
Night

Martin and the
Magical Forest

Where is Anne
Frank?

The School Garden

The Strangest Girl

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Melién is 15 years old and has an incredible

In Holland, a school garden system has been in
place for over 100 years. Each year, primary
schools take their kids to the fields where the
youngsters will learn how to sow, grow and cook
food. From classroom to nature, they will learn
something important with their hands, the cycle of
life. Dirty your hands and boots, and enjoy your own
harvest. How to grow vegetables? What better ways
to fight obesity and create biodiversity?! The kids
will get close to nature and animals.

The animated film Where Is Anne Frank tells from a
new perspective the history of the German-Jewish
girl Anne Frank who kept a diary while in hiding in
Amsterdam during World War II.

A young city kid, Martin, has to overcome himself
and stay in the summer camp without his everyday’s
comfort or any technology.

A Home Alone adventure set during Halloween. A
fun film for the whole family about growing up,
changes of life and, most importantly, friendship.

On the run from the Nazis, Rolf and his father find
themselves stranded in southern France. The young
shepherd girl Nuria has offered to guide them along
a secret path through the Pyrenees, but Rolf’s father
is then arrested halfway. Will the two children
manage to escape on their own?

The two funny and furry little creatures Kiwi and Strit
live in a clearing in the forest. Kiwi is considerate,
careful and yellow, while Strit is wild and purple and
they have very different approaches to almost
everything. But they are both very playful and
curious. Whereas season 1 introduced the two main
characters, their friendship and life in the clearing in
the forest ,the second season Kiwi & Strit will learn
how to solve their fellow forest creature’s problems.
The two best friends discover new places that allow
for new adventures and friendships, making it more
fun to be Kiwi & Strit.

Theme of bullying;

No issues of
concern

Occasional threat of
violence;
overarching theme
of war

No issues of
concern

Mild threat around
the 68 minute mark.
General theme of
Halloween; ghosts;
ghouls; etc
Recommended 12A
due to age of
characters.

Occasional
moderate violence;
scenes of war &
trauma

Infrequent mild
threat

12A

PG

12A

PG

12A

12A

PG

Super Furball
Saves the Future

The Exploits of
Moominpappa –
Adventures of a
Young Moomin

Vinski & the
Invisibility Powder

An Cailín Ciúin

13

14

15

16

In the World

A quiet, neglected girl is sent away from her
dysfunctional family to live with foster parents for the
summer. She blossoms in their care, but in this
house where there are meant to be no secrets, she
discovers one.

Vinski meets a mysterious pharmacist who gives
him a bottle of magical powder. A powder that
allows you to become invisible for real and walk
through walls. It is fantastic to have the powers of a
superhero, but soon a group of crooks becomes
interested in the secret of invisibility as well.

As Moomintroll gets wasp-stung and must lie in bed
Moominpappa wants to cheer him up by telling
about his own adventurous youth.

To save the world, Super Furball has to save the
bees. In order to do that, the heroic guinea pig has
to save the biggest bully in school

imagination. She loves to read fantasy books, draw
monsters, and write mystery stories. She is happy
with the way she is, even though at school they say
that she is "The weirdest girl in the world." But she
has bigger problems, apparently her drawings are
coming to life.

Occasional scenes
of distress; girl in
perilous situation

Scenes of mild
threat

No issues of
concern

Theme of bullying;
scenes of mild
threat.

threat of violence.

12A

PG

PG

PG

